THE PURE LOVE CHANNEL AND ITS TEMPLATES OF PERFECTION
with Jasmuheen
I always find that the greatest revelations, gifts and even the things that we may silently, and
sometimes even unconsciously long for, seem to come when we have no attachment or when we
are relaxed, surrendered and not seeking.
Women who have had inexplicable infertility problems, have said, “I got pregnant when I
relaxed, let go of the idea of having a baby, surrendered to the way things were and let myself just
enjoy again the love-making process and then it just all worked”; or “Once we started the process of
adoption, within a few months I found out that I was pregnant…”.
Others who were keen to find a life mate or romance in their life have often said, “When I
stopped looking and just relaxed and enjoyed my life, suddenly there he was!”
Still others have exclaimed, “I was just sitting still in meditation and suddenly …” and then
went on to describe an amazing experience or “I felt I had reached the end of my tether, that I could
just not go on … something had to change, I didn’t know what or how but I was just done!”
In the book the Power of Now Eckhart Tolle shares how he had reached that same space, he
just could not go on and it was then that he was able to disassociate with the more superficial levels
of himself and life and drop back into his true Essence nature.
A few years ago I had spent 15 days fasting and in total darkness with a group of people
from many different countries, when I intuitively felt that some of them were struggling and so I was
guided to say, “There are a few of you here who stand at the precipice of a great shift, please be
patient, relax, surrender, let go of your current struggles, trust..” or something similar to this. The
next morning, one of these ones shared, “I’d been so frustrated, so tired of being in darkness, so
ready to leave, so I was so relieved when you said that, so I just let it all go and when I finally
surrendered I had the most amazing ascension type experience that has forever transformed me at
the deepest level of my being. I am so grateful. I will never be the same again …” he then went on to
talk a little more deeply about exactly what had transpired.
I have had many amazing initiations in my life, where experiences have occurred
spontaneously without me seeking them consciously at all, and when I have sat myself in the fields
of possibility with complete openness, just being still and present to the degree that somehow I
suddenly matched frequencies with an energy pool that delivered not just a great revelation but also
deep experiential change. Letting go in true surrender can deliver us into new fields of possibilities
that are beyond our wildest dreaming or that we never knew existed which is what I rediscovered on
my birthday this year when in deep meditation I was able to match deeply with the Templates of
Perfection that the channel of Pure Love carries within us all.
The Template of our Divine Pure Essence nature is the baseline frequency field of creation,
without it nothing could exist. It is the wiring through which the formless can come into form and
thus it is a matrix that becomes a bridge into lower dimensional realms that appear to be more solid.
This Essence Template is like a carrying agent through which an ocean of nourishing energy is
constantly flowing through to us, yet we must be still and also sensitized to its beat to feel its flows.
Being in a state of deep and lasting peace and contentment, spontaneous healing and
experiencing perfect health on all levels of our being, the ability to be nourished from the inside out
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rather than from the outside in and the joy this freedom brings, plus experiencing the higher, more
divine abilities of clairvoyance, clairaudience and clairsentience, that so many long for - all of this is
natural for every human being due to the Templates of Perfection that we each carry within our
bodies of light, which provide the circuitry for the human bio-computer system to function.
Accessing these templates is a science and an art, a step by step process of alignment to their
frequency fields until we are transformed by being in their energy field, a field of such pure love that
we are forever transformed, nourished and this made free from all our human limitations.
Templates can rise and be spontaneously revealed as I experienced with the Template of the
Divine Oracle, or they can be consciously tuned deeper into by the art of frequency matching
through lifestyle, intention and focus plus the flooding of the system with virtues such as
compassion or gratitude. Being fully present in the Now moment, allows us to open to the eternal
now that our Essence carries for it exists as pure beingness, the formless, that supports us into form.
Identification with the form we are enveloped in or our ego-personality matrix keeps us in that same
frequency field.
Once the Template has been revealed or locked into, we will always be nourished by it and once
experientially awake to its love and power, we can never fall asleep again. Some of the Templates
we will focus on during our 2014 tour this year are: The Template of Pure Essence with its sub-templates of
 The Template of Boundless Beingness
 The Template (and hall) of the Divine Oracle – the joy of its transmissions in all realms.
 The Template of Pure Creativity – of timelessness, passion, bliss
 The Template of Health – spontaneous healing and more …
 The Self Sustaining Template of Perfect Nourishment and the gifts it has for us and our
world.
 The Template of Tantra – being infused in unity consciousness, Oneness and how this
transforms all of our relationships.
In our gatherings through 2014, we will also cover the
Alignment, Access and Entry techniques and tools for these Templates.
For more on this please contact our organisers below to see us in your country.
details are at this link
http://www.jasmuheen.com/event-tour-calendar/#2014-focus-dates
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